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Cryogenic ISO tank leasing and rental

Bofort offers specialised tank leasing rental and hire services for cryogenic ISO tank container equipment to
specialized gas transportation companies, cryogenic gas manufacturers, on, and offshore nitrogen service companies, and
other end-users.

We build to specifications and offer maximum flexibility to our clients. All of our equipment is suitable to carry and store
gases in their liquid state, such as liquid nitrogen (LIN), liquid oxygen (LOX) and liquid argon (LAR).

Whilst recognizing the need to have dedicated equipment for specific trades and products, most of our equipment is also
suitable to carry and store carbon dioxide (CO2), nitrous oxide (N2O), ethylene, ethane and liquefied natural gas
(LNG).

Advantages of our ISO containers:
Safety

Our tanks are built to the highest international safety standards and comply with all international regulations; they are the
safest means to transport specific quantities of hazardous and non-hazardous cryogenic gases in bulk.

Intermodal

Bofort’s rental ISO tanks are suitable to be carried using all modes of transportation: truck, train, barge, and ship.

Ecological

Due to our container solutions’ suitability for intermodal transportation, the distribution of gases or bulk liquids over medium
and long distances can be conducted by environmentally-friendly means, such as rail, barge and short-sea.

Intermediate storage

With holding times of over 100 days (depending on the type of gas and climate conditions), our tank containers offer the
flexibility to transport and store gases in the supply chain as ‘moving pipelines’ or mobile buffer tanks for large industrial
cleaning and maintenance jobs, pipe purging, etc.

Economic

As a direct result of the features listed above, cryogenic tank containers optimise the supply chain and monetary savings.
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Rental options
Our large fleet consists of 10ft,20ft and 40ft containers.

Cryogenic ISO tank container rental (short-term rental):

Bofort keeps a stock of tanks at designated depots to cover short-term needs in the market. We offer rental periods from 1
week to 6 months.

Cryogenic ISO tank container leasing (operating leasing):

We can offer medium and long-term operating lease structures to those clients looking for operational and financial
flexibility.

Consulting
Cryogenic handling equipment rental and finance. In addition to our cryogenic container rental business and leasing
services, we arrange lease structures for specialist cryogenic equipment such as vaporizers and cryogenic pumps.

Fleet Management

Bofort offers its services for the management of your ISO tank container fleet and can act as your agent or representative in
the acquisition and disposal of your tank containers.
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